Any Given Day
„This is who we are and this is where we stay“
Metal shooting stars ANY GIVEN DAY from the heart of the German Ruhr Area release
their second album ‘Everlasting’ on August 26 and even aside from the title they
make unmistakably clear that the band is ready to take the next step in its career with
complete power and loudness.
In 2014 ANY GIVEN DAY successfully transformed with their debut ‘My Longest Way
Home’ from being an internet hype (the cover of the Rihanna song ‘Diamonds’ has
been watched millions of times) into a surprising Top 30 German chart entry and
main stage (festival) act (i.a. With Full Force, Rock Im Revier, Summer Breeze). In 2016
the five-piece is set to prove that ANY GIVEN DAY are not only here to stay, they are
also ready to raise the energy level once more.
Even though for the creation of ‘Everlasting’ ANY GIVEN DAY relied on the proven setup
of the first album, the variability of the sound was incomparably raised in comparison
to the precursor. Many songs appear to be much more accessible and diverse,
without losing their potential to be long-lasting growers. That artists with such high
standards put up a guest list that is short and at the same time high-class, goes without
saying: On the already live-proved and tested ‘Arise’ you can hear the voice of no
one less than TRIVIUM’s Matthew Heafy.
Right in time when they were part of the impressing line-up of the IMPERICON festivals
and the PROGRESSION tour, that rolled through Europe this spring, ANY GIVEN DAY
released the forerunner ‘Endurance’ and for the festival summer as well as for the
oncoming
release tour they have one or the other ace up their sleeves. Hands down: ‘Everlasting’

Download: Bandfoto | Bandinfo
Weitere Infos zur Band: Website | Facebook
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